CGT, CTA, CCC: The General Confederation of Workers is the oldest national
Argentinean union; opposition currents have split from it, such as the Argentine
Workers, and later the Class Struggle Movement.
(source: liga internacional de los trabajadores)
SUTEBA : Argentinean Teachers Union of the province of Buenos Aires; its Matanza
section (a very poor and densely populated suburb of the capital) plays a central role
in the current struggle. In the coordination of the districts of González Catán and
Laferrere, the delegates of teachers of SUTEBA-Matanza begin to organize the areas
around schools to start to solve the problems.
Other left-wing organizations : IU, PO, PTS, FOS, CS, MAS, LSR (id)
PCR ( (Marxist-Leninist)
The Trade Union of Ceramic Workers of the Zanón factory: committee formed at
Neuquén (id)
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"Afternoon leave for government officials"

motoqueros

"They fear a Black Friday"
"Large police presence"
"Beware of the violent"
"The government expects incidents"

unions
general strike motoqueros : members

of the union of couriers
(SIMECA), mostly young
people, who participated
very actively in the
struggle with their service
bikes. The motoqueros
appeared in the course
of the demonstrations of
19 and 20 December and
played, thanks to
their bikes, a decisive
role,
informing
demonstrators of possible
routes to avoid clashes
with the police and even
succeeding in breaking
the police cordons.

state
Argentina holds the world record
for the number of general strikes!
(source: Sommaire Socialisme N° 2)

media

"The movement's strategy is to paralyze the circulation of goods
and transport. Very mobile groups, the 'piqueteros', block the main
roads to support their demands. This creates traffic jams, trucks
cannot move, factories cannot stock up or bring out
their finished products. Within the movement one finds a majority of
women, especially women who are "head of the household".
(source: sommaire Socialisme N° 2)

The Women of Santa Fe, Argentina, speak
"In the face of the increasingly serious situation of our people, we feel we have the
responsibility and also the renewed hope for our voices to be heard. Here is our
proposal. Sindicato de Amas de Casa, Santa Fe
WOMEN'S MANIFESTO (extract):
We are the women who work outside of the home and get the lowest
wages, and those who work only in the home and get no wages.
We are the women who have to send our daughters and sons to the
soup kitchens because we have nothing to give them to eat,
block the
and those who still have something but don’t know for how
road
long.
We are the mothers whose children have
had to leave school, and those whose
children stayed in school but now are
piqueteros
leaving the country because the
education they got doesn’t help them to
immigrés
unemployee
workers
get a job. (...)"
piqueteros :" They cut off transport on the roads
and set up barriers, 'pickets'. At first a rather
local and spontaneous movement, the piqueteros (linked to
started to organize themselves all over the the
Trotskyite
country." (liga internacional de los trabajadores) Workers Party), the
There are four organizations for a single Movimiento Territorial de
movement:
Liberación (Territorial Liberation
1) Organizational perspective: the Federación por Movement, a small group close to the
la Tierra y la Vivienda (FTV, Federation for Land Communist
Party),
of
Movimiento
and Housing) is linked to the Affiliated Unions of Independiente de Jubilados y Pensionados
Argentinean Workers
(Independent Movement of the Retired and
2)The Corriente Clasista y Combativa (CCC, Pensioned) and of the Teresa Rodríguez
Class Struggle Movement) is the "piquetero" union Movement.
branch of the Revolutionary Communist Party of 4)The Committee Aníbal Verón is a splinter
Maoist leanings.
group of the Teresa Rodríguez Movement. In
3) The Bloque Nacional Piquetero (National some regions it sprang from the work of
Piquetero Bloc) is perhaps the most ideological ecclesiastic basis communities. It is dedicated
current and the one most directly linked to the to the education of the people and declares
left-wing parties t consists of Polo Obrero
itself independent of the state as well as of

Women commission:
Celia of the Internal Commission of Brukman
" ...I want Cto tell all you that the women are coming out to the
CC
R
streets. Because
today I fell like a mature woman, I am 48 years
PC
old and in another moment I would have said no way! I have to
stay home with my grandsons" (...) My house is not my favorite
place anymore, right? Because all that I think about is of what is
happening here, and what will my brothers and sisters be doing,
have they gone an assembly today? I do not know how to tell
them that I have
A to be here, my place is here. I was very
EB
FTV Smy
UT life by my family.
absorbed all
R

Thursday, 13 December, 2001:
The three unions organize a
general strike of 48 hours (the
twelfth in two years) against salary
and pension cuts and the freeze on
bank withdrawals (thousands of people
in the streets and paralyzing
roadblocks).(source: www.anarchie.be)
.

16 and 17/02/2002 Foundation of the BLOC DE PIQUETERO
NACIONAL following the first National Assembly of Workers, both
employed and unemployed, since the government of Fernando de la
Rua was overthrown on 19 and 20 December. 1. Adoption of the Plan
for the
struggle for work and against the socioeconomic policy of the
Peronist government of Eduardo Duhalde.
(www.lecourrier.ch)

20 février 2002, Buenos Aires, s'ajoutent au
20 barricades 4 nouvelles; à Salta une
centaine de personnes bloquent deux axes
routiers principaux; à Neunquen le pont de
l'autoroute est bloqué; à Tucuman barricades
bloccant l'accès des usines pétrolières de
Pepsol (sources: archives.argentine)

Salta Stgo.del
Tucuman Estero Chaco
Catamarca
Sta Fe
Cordoba
Mendoza

Salta
Rosario

Mercedes

Buenos Aires

Neuquen
Rio
Negro

Mar del Plata

11-15 march 2002 The National Picketers’ Assembly:
The Bloque Piquetero went out three times to block the access to
the distilleries and the central offices of the oil monopolies, in order
to emphasize that the solution to unemployment is the distribution of Chubut
the hours of work, the operation of the factories( including the
closed ones) under workers’ control, and thereduction of the Santa Cruz
workday in order to create one or two additional shifts. (...)While
this program began to find an echo in the most distant places, such
as Comodoro Rivadavia and Neuqu*n in the South, Salta and Chaco
in the North, Berisso, San Lorenzo,Dock Sud and Capital, Duhalde
declared that he is unable to pay the wages of the state employees,
and the bosses asked for new concessions in order to fire more
workers.
Movimiento Teresa Rodriguez
(source : polo obrero) POLO Obrero

national march
11-15 march 2002

Corriente de Unidad Barrial
MTD Guernica
MTD Quilmes
MTD Lanús
MTD Oscar Barrios de José C. Paz
Movimiento de Trabajadores Desocupados Aníbal Verón
MTD 22 de Julio (localidad de Allén en Río Negro)
MTD Solano
MTD Darío Santillán (localidad de Cipolleti en Rìo Negro)
MTD Darío Santillán de Almirante Brown the National Piqueteros
MTD Florencio Varela
MTD Berisso
MTD Esteban Echeverría
MTD Lugano (Capital Federal)

Le 17 juin 2001, dans la province de Salta
(Nord-est), une coupure de route organisée
par des chômeurs est violemment réprimée
(sources : FO)
Wednesday, 26 June, 2002, a demonstration organized by the
Bloc de Piquetero Nacional interrupts traffic on the Pueyrredón
bridge, which links the capital, Buenos Aires, to the suburbs, in the
context of a national protest which was planned to interrupt traffic at
various locations in Greater Buenos Aires. Tool: 2 dead and 90
arrested demonstrators. The demonstration called for: the extension of
social programs for the unemployed, food and medicine, and the
rejection of the economic policy and directives
of the IMF. (.calpa-paris.org)

Guatemala Peasants Take Plantations April 21 2002 Hundreds of peasants across
northern Guatemala have seized 14 coffee
plantations and blocked highways to protest
the country's unfair distribution of farmland,
officials said. Another group of protesters
briefly blocked the main highway connecting
the Guatemalan capital with the country's
south early Thursday, but authorities reported
that they were able to take down barricades
of borders and branches and reopen the road
after several hours.

The Landless Movement of Brazil

7 de noviembre 2002 Movilización Piquetera nacional frente a la
delegación local de Ministerio de Trabajo de la Nación. 30.000
personas, fue la mayor marcha piquetera que se haya visto. (sources:
poloobrero)
"The spirit of the protests of the 'piqueteros' began to manifest itself
all the way to Buenos Aires shortly before recent events. Problems
emerged and shopkeepers and others decided to block the streets in
the city center." (source:sommaire Socialisme N° 2)

Block
the Independent Movement
of Retired People and Unemployed

19 and 20 december 2001 : 30 people killed by the state - Delgado Juan 27 year's old from Santa Fe , killed the 19/12/01 by the police of Santa Fe - Lepratti Claudio Hugo 38 years'old from Santa Fe killed in Barrio Las Flores the 19/12/01 by the police Poli - - Acosta Graciela 35 years'old from Santa Fe killed in Villa Gobernador Gálvez the 20/12/01 by a missile when she put her child at school - García Yanina 18 Santa Fe - Pereira Rubén Alejandro 20 years'old from Santa
Fe killed during a looting - Pasini Miguel 15 years'old from Santa Fe Santa killed the 19/12/01 - Iturain Romina 15 years'old from Entre Ríos killed the 20/12/01by missing bullet when he was observed at home the fight - Paniaguav Eloisav11years'old from Entre Ríos killed the 20/12/01by a missing bullet - Avila Diego 24 years'old from Buenos Aires, killed at Lomas de Zamora-Villa Fiorito the 19/12/01by a shot - Rosales Mariela 28years'old from Buenos Aires killed in Lomas de ZamoraVilla Fiorito 20/12/01 - Folres Julio Hérman 15 years'old from Buenos Aires killed the 19/12/01 by a shot from a shopkeeper - Ramírez Damian Vicente 14 years'old from Buenos Aires killed at LaMatanza-Gregorio de Laferrère the 19/12/01 by a shot during a looting - Salas Ariel Maxi 30 ears'old from Buenos Aires killed at LaMatanza-Gregorio de Laferrère the 19/12/01 by a shot during a looting - Guías o Diaz Pablo Marcelo 23 years'old from Buenos Aires killed at QuilmesSan Francisco Solano the 19/12/01 by a shot during a looting - Gramajo Roberto Augustín 19 years'old fromBuenos Aires killed in Almirante Brown-Don Orione street 9 y 26 the 19/12/01 when he get in a supermarket during a looting - Enrique Víctor Ariel 21 years'old from Buenos Aires killed at Almirante Brown-Don Orione the 19/12/01by a shot during a looting - Legembre Eduardo 20 years'old from Buenos Aires Castelar the 19/12/01 by a shopkeeper - Abaca Elvira 42 years'old
from Rio Negro killed at Cipoletti the19/12/01 by a shopkeeper - Moreno David Ernesto 13 years'old from Cordoba Cdad de Cba. Ville from july 20/12/01 - Arapi Ramon Alberto 23 years'old from Corrientes Barrio San Marcelo killed the 19/12/01 in a fight - Riva Gastón Marcelo 30 years'old from Ciudad de Buenos Aires killed in Plaza de Mayo the 20/12/01 - Lamagna Diego 26 years'old from Ciudad de Buenos Aires killed in Plaza de Mayo the 20/12/01 - NN (masculino)
from Ciudad de Buenos killed in Aires Plaza de Mayo the 20/12/01 - NN (masculino) Ciudad de Buenos Aires Plaza de Mayo 20/12/01 - Marquez Alberto 57 years'old from Ciudad de Buenos Aires Plaza de Mayo. Sarmiento y 9 de julio 20/12/01 PFA hurt during the fight at thePlaza de Mayo - Benedetto Gustavo Ariel 23 years'old from Ciudad de Buenos Aires killed during the fight of Plaza de Mayo; - Almirón Carlos 24 years'old from Ciudad de Buenos Aires Plaza de
Mayo the 20/12/01 PFA killed during the fight - Aredes Rubén Dario 30 years'old from Ciudad de Buenos Aires killed the 21/12/01 - Campos Walter 16 years'old from Santa Fe killed the 21/12/01 by the police - Fernandez Luis 27 years'old from Tucumán killed at Tucumán the 23/12/01 by the police - Torres Juan Alberto 21years'old from Corriente - Alvarez o Villalba Ricardo 23 years'old from Santa Fe Rosario- barrio Ludueña 26/12/01 killed by a missile during a looting 7 February 2002 : The resignation of
Dario Santillian e Maximiliano Kosteki, 26 juin 2002, two piqueteros of the coordination Annibal Veron, killed by the police during the bloc on the Puente Pueyrredon - (...)
http://italy.indymedia.org
24 de julio de 2001 La I° Asamblea Nacional Piquetera

4 de septiembre de 2001 La II° Asamblea Nacional Piquetera
15 y 16 de febrero de 2002 1° Asamblea Nacional de Trabajadores
22 y 23 de junio de 2002 2° Asamblea Nacional de Trabajadores
24 de agosto de 2002 Encuentro Nacional de Empresas Ocupadas y en Lucha
28 y 29 de septiembre de 2002 3° Asamblea Nacional de Trabajadores

national assembly
of workers

occupation of
a public space

la Asociación de Víctimas de Accidentes de Tránsito
Etchebaster por la Lista Naranja de la UOCRA Neuquén
el «Pollo» Sobrero» por la Unión Ferroviaria Seccional Haedo
la Multisectorial de Solidaridad con Cuba organisation in struggle
Orlando Restivo por la CICOP (médicos y
Pitrola por el Bloque Piquetero Nacional
profesionales hospitales de Provincia de Buenos Aires)
Godoy por Zanón de Neuquén
Pablo Masa por la Comisión Interna de Química Cognis
Gustavo Giménez por el Movimiento Sin Trabajo «Teresa Vive» os No Docentes de la UTN Haedo
Piqueteras de Mosconi Salta
17 February 2002 The reunion of assemblies and the cacerolazos
una Asociación de Discapacitados
1911 delegates from all over the has to be strengthened.

plaza de mayo
the mother of
plaza de mayo
the girls of plaza de mayo
Plaza de Mayo on 19
December 2001:
"At 11pm there were about 3
500 of us on the square.
Suddenly we saw people arrive
in larger and larger groups.
They marched banging pots and
pans and those who came by
car honked their horns. Half an
hour later there were crowds
coming from the side
streets and from Avenida de
Mayo. After midnight the square
was absolutely packed, but
people kept coming. Around
one in the morning the
repression started. They fired
gazes (?) The demonstrators
charged repeatedly at the
police and even retook Plaza
de Mayo.
(source: www.lacommune.info)

Thursday 20 December: Since
the morning thousands of
demonstrators joined the usual
weekly demonstration of the
mothers of Plaza de Mayo. The
minister of finances, Cavallo,
stepped down.
"People came and went, the
streets emptied and filled again
with men, women, families with
their dogs ? It was impressive,
because it was completely
spontaneous
?"
The
demonstrators reassembled in
front of the house of
parliament, in front of the
residence of the prime minister,
in front of the ministry of
finances.
GroToll : 35 killed (24 in
Buenos Aires, 5 in Santa Fe, 1 in
Cordoba, 1 in Tucumin, 1 in
Corrientes, 1 in Rio Negro),
hundreds of wounded (185 in
Buenos Aires) and thousands of
arrests (official number 3 273,
with 2 400 of them in Buenos
Aires).
(source: www.anarchie.be)

The mother of plaza de mayo :
The mothers of Plaza de Mayo
permanently occupy a public space, the
square situated in front of the seat of
government, the Casa Rosada, to make
an individual and personal drama public
(weekly demonstration on Thursday
mornings.
ASOCIACIÓN MADRES DE PLAZA DE
MAYO
Hebe de Bonafini Presidentessa
Hipólito Yrigoyen 1584 - (1489) Ciudad
de Buenos Aires
Tel: 4383-0377 - 6430 - Fax: 4954-0381
Correo-e:madres@satlink.com
"The assemblies are a completely new
form of non-mediatized debate. The
assemblies do not directly attack the state,
commodities, and dominant information,
but they do not accept them either; this
creates an impression of both an
insolence, unheard-off in this world, and
of a form of moderate, hardly ambitious,
and non-subversive expression. But where
28 January 2002: Over 15
000 piqueteros supported by
the popular assemblies
converge on Plaza de Mayo,
and are almost received like
liberators, who are offered
food, drink, etc.
5 February 2002: The
piqueteros gather on Plaza
de Mayo and the streets are
blocked by barricades just
about everywhere. Their
slogan is "Bread and Work".
The middle classes, formerly
hostile, are not in the least
anymore, especially since
some of its
members have dropped on
the social ladder, often to
the
position
of
the
unemployed. Since they come
from the outskirts, the
demonstrators are received
Barrios de Pie

1 million people converged
spontaneously in the direction of
Plaza de Mayo in front of the presidential
palace to shouts of "Resign!". At one in the
morning police attacked to clear the square: the
disparate crowd (old people, women, children)
dispersed, but the most insurrectionary elements
reorganized and a shifting battle began in the
streets of the center of Buenos Aires. Cops were
taken prisoners and disarmed; others were
lynched. Over several square kilometers all banks
were set on fire, just like the
McDonald's outlets. (19/12/01)
(source: www.anarchie.be)

country confirms that the national
movement is under way. Several
resolutions are adopted:
1-Appeal to the Classist Current to
join the National Piquetero Bloc.
2-Rejection of the socioeconomic
policies of Duhalde.
3-The unity with the popular

Committees

popular
assembly

Assembly of South Lezama Park okupa left
bank
we don't discuss, we read we vote
"We have been the Assembly of South Lezama
Park, are working in the district for 6 months and
today before the necessity of a space to develop
our activities, decided
Adrogué
to recover this left place, that was yesterday for
usury and the profit, to put it to the sevicio of the
Adolfo Sourdeaux
necessities of the district".
Altos de Palermo
With this text, form in steering wheel form,
barrios
appeared around 60 asambleistas before the door
Agronomía Pque. Chas
of the local left one of the street Suarez 1244, in
Anfiteatro La Floresta
Alvarez Thomas y Elcano
sureño district of Cabins.
Angel Gallardo y Corrientes
Assembly of Floresta: following the
Ayacucho y Rivadavia
assassination of three young people by a
Belgrano Nuñez
cartoneros
Boedo (Independencia y Boedo)
policeman, it obtained the discharge of all the
Balvanera
(homeless)
Balvanera
(1º
de
Mayo)
head officers of the district's police
station.(source : liga internacional de los Bahía Blanca
Ciudadela Norte
Cid Campeador
trabajadores)

Interbarriales
Nationales
Assemblies

Caminito Flores Centro
Coghlan
Floresta Velez Sarfield
Flores Sur
Córdoba y Anchorena
Villa Mauricio (Lanús Este)
Munro Parque Chacabuco-Pedro Goyena
y Puán
Villa Azalais (Córdoba)
Jonte y Artigas
Pergamino (Bs As)
Goyena y Puán
Lezama Sur
Plaza Flores
San Lorenzo (Santa Fé)
barrios
Nuñez Saavedra
Lanus Centro
Scalabrini Ortiz y Santa Fe
Medrano
y
Corrientes
Padua
Villa Pueyrredón
Morón Centro
Plaza Rocha (La Plata)
Pilar
Río Gallegos (Santa Cruz)
Piñeiro/Avellaneda
Plaza Güemes
Plaza de Mayo
Morón Paternal
Villa Adela (Córdoba)
Mataderos
Pedro Goyena y Puán
Ituzaingó
Norte
Pque.
Avellaneda
Villa Sarmiento (Haedo)
Liniers
Bo Alberdi (Córdoba)
taxi
Quilmes Centro Pza. Irlanda Plaza Dorrego
Olivos
Plaza Martín Fierro
Rodríguez Peña driver
el Frente Barrial 19 de Deciembre
Pque. Rivadavia Jose C. Paz
Pompeya
Plaza Rodríguez
Ramos Mejía
Godoy Cruz (Mendoza)
Parque Chacabuco
Villa Luzuriaga
Villa Urquiza
Sarandí S. Ortiz y Córdoba
Palermo Viejo
Pque. Patricios
San Telmo Plaza Dorrego
Parque Chas
Plaza Dorrego, Rosario
Tandil (Bs As) Saavedra
San Cristobal.
Villa del Parque
Villa Urquiza
Tapiales
Villa Mitre-Santa Rita

Las Tunas (Pacheco)
Tartagal (Salta)

Caballito

jubilados
(retraités)

Cooperativa Ferroviaria - Laguna Paiva
Cooperativa Indecar - Roldán
Cooperativa Cañadense (ex La HelvEtica) - Cañada de Gómez
Cooperativa de Trabajo Herramientas Unión - Rosario
Cooperativa TRABAJADORES AVICOLAS - San Lorenzo
Cooperativa La Lactea - Diego de Alvear
Cooperativa San Francisco Javier - San Javier
Cooperativa Mil Hojas - Rosario

Since winter inhabitants of Argentina are attacking the State, holding its accomplices from left and extreme left to
ridicule. They challenge capitalism, create general assemblies to a large scale never seen since 1936 Spain; and all
that without any leader coming on the stage. They chose to struggle freely against state and capitalist terrorism.

"que se bayan todos" 1

cazolaros

Cooperativa El Diario - Villa María
Cooperativa de Trabajo Metalúrgico Las Varillas
(ex Zanello) - Las Varillas
Cooperativa La Esperanza - La Playosa

Rio Negro

Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires
Capital Federal

Cooperativa San Justo - San Justo
Coop. 25 de Mayo - Quilmes Oeste
Coop. El Aguante Ex Panificacion 5 - Carapachay
Lavalan Coop. - Avellaneda
Coop. MVH - Villa Martelli
Coop. Los Constituyentes - Villa Martelli
Coop. San Carlos Ltda. - Sarandí
Coop. Diogenes Taborda
Grissinópoli, próximamente
Cooperativa La nueva Esperanza
Cooperativa obrera grafica Campichuelo Ltda.
Impa Coop. Ltda.
Cooperativa Vieytes (Ex Gelhco)
Coop. Chilavert
Astralic Coop.

Cooperativa J.J. Gómez (ex Fricader) - General Roca

Saturday, 15 December, 2001: Looting of food from shops in the
provincial towns, which are most affected by poverty. Such actions
are the workings of organizations of the unemployed (the admitted
unemployment rate averages 25% and is much higher in
certain regions or districts of Greater Buenos Aires). Thus the
piqueteros have been organizing road blocks for months, not only
to paralyze the economic system more effectively, but also to loot
supply trucks, which corresponds to the pillage of supermarkets and
other distribution centers.
Sunday 16, Monday 17, Tuesday 18, night of 18 to 19
December 2001: The looting and rioting reaches the region of

Cazolaros: Cazolaros: the little savers Buenos Aires and repression increases with the murder of activists.
confront the banks, which have expropriated Hundreds, thousands, mainly the poor and unemployed, but also
them, and assemble in front of them banging impoverished members of the middle classes, rush towards all the
centers of distribution (supermarkets, warehouses, shops, etc.) and
on pots.
11 January 2002, Buenos Aires: The usual official buildings.
14 January 2002, provinces of Santa Fe
concert of pans during a peaceful
and Jujuy: Thousands of demonstrators
demonstration turns again into rioting with
attack banks. At the central market of
attacks on banks and the head offices of
Buenos Aires, 500 piqueteros, who demand
international companies.
supplies, are chased by the henchmen of
6 February 2002: The riots move to the
the bosses and the workers of the market;
doors of banks
banks
are
attacked..
.(sources:
(sources: www.anarchie.be)
25 January to June www.anarchie.be)

2002
:
600
the "patacon":
demonstrators burn the The Central Bank gave the bankrupt
The "patacon": The provinces
owners of the Galicia Bank, which are
house
of
a
Peronist
continue to print "vouchers"
now abroad seeking for buyers, 3 billion
deputy down.
destined for the payment of
dollars. The coming restructuring" involves
(
s
o
u
r
c
e
s
:
more
or
less
fictional
the firing of thousand of bank employees.
www.anarchie.be)
employees, which circulate like
(source : polo obrero)
a
parallel
currency.
One
of
the
monnaie
conditions of the IMF is to Maquita Cushunchic - Comercializando como hermanos (MCCH) (Équateur)
cease issuing them, which would
Red contra la extrema pobreza por una economía popular (RECEPAC)
amount to the redundancy of
the employees in question, since
Rede solidaria (Brésil)
the provinces have no
resources in legal currencies,
Redlases
Red
latinoAmericana
de
SocioEconomía
solidaria
peso
or
dollar.(sources:
www.anarchie.be)
Agencia de desenvolvimiento de la CUT (Central unica dos trabalhadores) Projeto Desenvolvimento Solidário (Brésil)
occupied

supermarket
coopératives
occupées

Le 14 décembre commence à Rosario et Mendoza le mouvement
d'attaques des supermarchés, une émeute de la faim qui allait se
développer dans tout le pays, et atteindre la capitale le 19
décembre.

« Usine en faillite, usine occupée »

marché noir
troc

Red global del trueque (Argentine)
Polo de socioeconomía solidaria du Cône Sud
Réseau global de troc:
6 millions de personnes
Le noeud La Mutual

"nodos"

autonomous zones
occupied plants

occupied clinic

ahorristas
(petits possédants)

el Frente Barrial 19 de Deciembre
Congreso

attack
bank

17 August 2002

assemblées au Parque Centenario

Villa Adelina

hunger
riot

Interbarrial de Vicente López (Munro, Olivos, Florida- Puente
Saavedra, Florida Mitre, Carapachay, Villa Martelli)

travailleurs
Mujeres al Oeste
FORO SOCIAL DE SALUD
de la santé
Cátedra de Psicología Preventiva de la
Facultad de Psicología de la UBA

Autoconvocados por la Salud Mental
Agrupación "13 de Agosto" del Hospital Posadas
ANALYTICA Buenos Aires (Sociedad del Psicoanálisis y la Cultura)

free
meel

MNER

Last Tuesday the MNER (National Movement of
Reclaimed Companies) introduced a bill in the
Argentinean parliament, so that, when a company is
declared bankrupt, the production tools are left at
the disposal of the workers for two years.
The current law for bankruptcies privileges creditors
over workers. This was reinforced this year, under the
pressure of the IMF, who had made this a condition
for the conclusion of the agreements on the financing
of the debt. This allows multinational banks and
companies to appropriate "on the cheap" a part of
Argentinean production tools. The MNER represents
80 factories.. (sources: argenpress.info)

Brukman, Buenos Aires : Its
workers occupy this textile
manufacturer since December 18,
2001. Since January 15 this year,
they have put it into operation.
Next to Zanon, they are raising
the banner of State-property
under Worker's Control.
Zanon : 280 workers administrate
and produce the ceramic factory,
in the province of Neuquen. The
factory is occupied since October
2, 2001 and
it is working since February 2002.
Junin Clinic, Cordoba : 35
workers occupied it since May
2002 and set to work offering
health-care services to community
since June 13.
Rio Turbio, colmine, Santa Cruz
: 1100 miners work in it. TheyF
have an important struggle
tradition. In the past months the
struggle
forced the stateproperty of the mine.

ANRed ( La Agencia de Noticias Red
Acción )give informations about the the
union's conflicts, the student's and social
conflicts
until
seven
years
occupation of Perfil, edition'house
(Wednesday September 11, 2002 at
06:43 PM) ( source:italy.indymedia)

looting

Unidad de Trabajadores en Lucha

Sta-Fe

media

Publication of the misdemeanors of
politicians in the street, on the internet, on
a TV channel. Their photos with their
addresses and personal data are put up in
the city with the same information; they
can hardly go out anymore, for they are
recognized
and immediately shouted at, shoved,
sometimes harassed. (id)

4-The liberation of hundreds of
arrested "popular fighters".
5-Envision the linking-up of
occupied companies (Zanon, the
ceramics factory at Neuquen) and
the Piquetero Committees as well
as the popular assemblies.
www.lecourrier.ch)

Cordoba

indipendent

publication
of misdemeanors

Interbarrial Avellaneda
(Gerli, Piñeiro, Sarandí, Avellaneda Centro, Dock Sud, Wilde y Villa Dominico)
17 March 2002

corrupt judges is called for (the judges are
suspected to have covered up the arms
trafficking Carlos Menem is accused
of.(sources: www.anarchie.be)

Le noeud de Chacarita

occupied
factories
El Aguante : cooperative ,
the former Panificacion 5 of
Munro, in the north Greater
Buenos Aires. The factory is
occupied since April 17 with
the active support of the
Assembly of Carapachay.
Tigre Supermarket : For 13
months, its workers occupy
Rosario's supermarket.
Glassware Cuyo : Rosario,
the glassware had more than
300
workers.
.
From
September 02, more than 100
workers installed a camp at
the gates, demanding the
immediate reopening of the
plant.

troc

Chilavert : This printing plant
has been occupied for the past
4 months in the Capital city.
Fricader : On May 21, 40
former employees occupied the
refrigerating plant of the
surroundings of General Roca,
Rio Negro.
Flexicoop, Del Valle (factory
of red ceramics with 23
workers), Parmalat, Rio de la
Plata, Grissinpoli company,
occupied by its workers.
(source: www.pts.org.ar)

le noeud La Bernalesa :
25 000 personnes les jours
de marché
workers from Brukman students
Lezama Sur (home of Indymedia Argentina)
August 24: National mobilization called for next
September 10 in support of the occupied plants and
factories:
The meeting took place Saturday in the plant of the
Grissinpoli company, occupied by its workers. Together
with the hosts of Grissinpoli, among those present were
the representatives of Transportes del Oeste (transport
workers), de Supermercados Tigre de Rosario
(supermarket), de Metrovas (subway), de Editorial Perfil
(publishing house / printers), de Clnica Junn de Crdoba
(clinic), de Mineros de Ro Turbio (coal miners), de
petroleros de Chubut (oil workers), together with those
of more than 130 trade unions and shop steward
committees, as well as 35 Popular Assemblies.

